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Om shanti

Madhuban

(Essence of message brought back by Shashiben on offering bhog for Dadi Jankiji)
On Friday, 27th march 2020 at 2.00 am, Dadi Jankiji, at the age of 104, completed her life’s journey, shed her physical
costume and merged in our beloved Baba’s lap. The physical body was taken on a pilgrimage of Pandav Bhawan and
Gyan Sarovar and then taken to Shantivan. After offering a loving tribute to Dadiji, the final cremation ceremony took
place at 12.00 noon in the garden outside the Conference Hall. In the evening at 6.30 pm, Shashiben offered bhog for
Dadiji in the Meeting Hall and the message she brought back is as below:
Today, as I reached the subtle region carrying love and remembrance of all the brothers and sisters from this land and
abroad, the subtle region was very beautifully decorated. On one side, there were angels standing with garlands in
their hands and on the opposite side, in the midst of sparkling light, Dadiji was visible. First, the angels welcomed
Dadiji and sat Dadi on a beautiful throne on which was written: Vishwa Adhikari (one with who has conquered the
world), the one who has won everyone’s hearts. Then the angels started to shower flowers on Dadi, and the flowers
were forming the words “Multimillions at every step”. Dadi was watching everything just being detached and loving.
Then, Baba was visible coming from opposite. As she saw Baba, she opened her arms and said: My Baba has come!
Then Dadi said to Baba: Why are all of these doing this? So the angels replied in a very sweet voice: our sweet Mother
who sustained the whole world, the one who has multimillions at her every step, is today in the midst of us, and this
is why we are dancing with happiness. Then Dadi became fully decorated with the light. This scene became merged
in a short time, and then the Tower of Peace and some pillars were visible in the front, and these pillars formed a
beautiful path. Baba said: The child has prepared many such pillars for the task of world transformation. There were
also people from many different professions, such as scientists, politicians, Religious leaders, etc. All of them were
sharing their own feelings for Dadiji.
Then I said: Dadi, you flew and went away to Baba. Why did you go away? Dadi replied: This body of mine was playing
games every day. I used to tell Baba: Baba, this body does not co‐operate with me anymore. So Baba called me to
the subtle region. Then Baba said: Though, physically, the child was lying in bed, Baba was taking her on a world tour.
The child would fill each one with power for the task of world transformation and would inspire them. Dadi would
say: Baba, this is Your work, I am just an instrument. You are Karavanhar. So Baba said: Child, even in the advance
party, there are such tasks remaining which need to be given the donation of yoga and to intensify the speed of world
transformation and Baba is giving you that responsibility. Dadi was just smiling.
Then Baba made the whole Brahmin family emerge in the subtle region. So Dadi asked: Baba, why have so many
people come here? Baba said: They all have a lot of love for you in their hearts. They have all come to share the
feelings in their hearts. Now, at present, in the world, there are such situations that no one was able to come here
physically, and this is why Baba called everyone here in the subtle region. Dadi was looking at everyone with a lot of
love. I said: Dadi, today, all Dadis, senior brothers and sisters and all your service companions are remembering you a
lot. So, all of them were emerged in the subtle region and Dadi took hold of Baba’s hand and as though she gave
everyone’s hands in Baba’s hand and said: All of them are under Baba’s canopy of protection. All of them are serving
with a lot of love. I also learnt a lot staying with all of them. They looked after me as though they were looking after
a little child. Then she said: Baba, what return can I give them for the service they did for me? They taught me a lot,
gave me many experiences, kept me light and enabled me to move forward. Baba said: You played the part of being
a conqueror of attachment till the last moment. You became an example of being loving and detached and came to
the Father. I then said: Dadi, I have brought you special bhog. Baba began to give the bhog to Dadi and she said: I
alone cannot eat this. Also feed all of them. Then along with feeding Dadi, Baba also fed everyone. I then asked:
Dadi, do you want to say anything to all of them? She replied: Baba says: Always learn the lesson of belonging to One
and being economical. This is what I have learnt, so let everyone pay attention to this. According to the time, newness
has to be brought into each one’s efforts. World transformation has to be brought about through self‐transformation.
The task that remains now has to be accomplished very quickly. One strength and one support. I and my Baba. Always
remain Baba’s companion, hold Baba’s hand, step onto Baba’s footsteps, fly and make others fly. Then Baba said:
Look, even the situations are showing their form to accomplish their task. In the future, the form of service will change
through these situations and revelation will take place. Saying this, Baba gave remembrances to everyone and I came
back. Achcha.
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